Email
From:

Sara Stilianos [mama_sara31@live.com.au]

Sent:

Tuesday, 9 December 2008 9:06 AM

To:

malcolm sporne; philip s

Subject: Inheritence Administrator Change
To Malcolm,
I sent an e-mail last night stating that My pop will now be administarting my sisters and my
inheritence all funds in the trust is to be distributed into my pops account so then he can foward
it on to my sister and i. He will be advancing us money, due to the lack of help the public
trustee has done for us. My sister and i dont want any money at all to be touched by the public
trustee to pay of a debt that was unthoughtful, greedy and fraud which is a criminal offence.
the greek estate will also not be touched by the public trustee to pay of the careless debt and
will be in the hands of my pop to make all the decisions on the greek estate, all money left in
the trust is to be fowarded to my pops account so he can transfer it on to my sister and i who
are completely innocent individuals who dont deserve the stress. Our great grandma deserves
to have done what she wanted written in the will, not changed and stuffed around by people
who didnt even know her or love her. So the e-mail last night and this e-mail is whats going to
be done there is no need for a sec 43 or none of that other rubbish that has been told to me,
only the right thing will be done and thats no need for the public trustee to administor the
estate and it to be handed over to my pop to administor for my sister and i to receive the full
amount that was a gift from our great grandmother. You should erase the debt as it was
created by the public trustee, treloar and treloar (lost the case), executors who resigned due to
losing the case and not wanting to be liable for the costs, it would be the responsible thing to
do to leave the australian and greek estate alone and pay from all of your own pockets as the
public trustee are liable or erase the complete debt. Thank you i hope you understand that what
i am saying is best and the right thing to do, no need for all this useless, not needed drama and
emotional stress, my great grandmother would never wanted all this mess to happen what she
had given to my pop, sister and i in the will was fair as other family members already had
security and stability in there lives as we never have and we deserve it. There is no need for the
public trustee to be involved, or to be touching or using funds from the australian estate, and
with the greek estate its a greek law matter not an ausralian law matter so leave it alone and
my pop will be in charge of all the greek estate, the properties that he lost due to his own
siblings selfishness and greed is to be recovered and given back to my pop and every and any
other losses from the greek and australian estates are to be recovered and given back to the
rightful owners which is us the beneficiarys( Philip Stilianos,Sara Stilianos,Shamona Stilianos).
The desicion has been made by us for us so we can handle our own inheritence our own way
and amongst us as a family not people who arnt related to us in any way.
Regards Sara
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